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81 st Year Week of February 21 Issue 21 
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. S·HOULD 
GO GREEK? 
photo by Carlo• DeJeZeu• 
- J.J. Crover, Mr. Muskie and Charles Silva {from left) ponder what campus life would 
. he like!/' Xavier were to implement a Creek system. To read more.about the continuing 
de/Joie for and a8ainst Xavier fraternities and sororities, se11 page 2. 
News 
· Find out about next 
year's 5.5 percent 
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N EWS 
XU entrepreneurs 
The Department of Management and Entrepreneurship, 
Xavier's Entrepreneurial Center, and the Student Activities. 
Office are co-sponsoring the annual "Search for Xavier Student 
Entrepreneurs." 
· The department is looking to identify the most successful 
business ventures owned by Xavier undergraduates and to rec-
ognize the achievements of outstanding student entrepreneurs 
each year,. regardless of their college or academic major. 
Officials will select the top 10 student entrepreneurs and 
recognize them through awards, free publicity for their busi-
nesses and a $500 scholarship for the winner. 
Interested students should pick up a questionnaire, available 
at 505 Schoit Hall, the Student Activities Office, the Commute~ 
Services Desk, or the Entrepreneurial Center in Schott Hall 409. 
Applicationsmustbesubmittedby Friday, March 1 to Dr. Sandy 
Eustis, in 409 Schott Hall. For further information, call 745-
3429. 
International m.entor 
Anyone interested in mentoring international students for the 
1996-97 academic yearis invited to attend one of the following 
meetings: 
Tuesday, Feb. 27, 6:30 p.m.-Kuhlman Lounge . 
Wednesday, Feb. 28, 3 p.m:-Schott Hall 101 
Wednesday, March 12, 4:30 p.m.-Romero International 
Center 
Applications and more information are available at the Ro~ero 
lrite_rnational Center or by calling 745-3712 .. 
Complied by Virginia SutelifTe 
Security l\btes 
Tuesday, Feb. 13, 2:05 a.m. 
Someone pulled a fire alarm on the second floor of Brockman 
Hall. . 
Wednesday, Feb. 14, 5:15 p.m. 
A set of keys was stolen from an office in Sycamore House. 
Friday, Feb. 16, 8:50 p.m. 
A student was issued a misdemeanor citation when found in 
possession of a keg of beer. 
Saturday, Feb. 17, 1:35 a.m. 
An underage student was cited for public intoxication. 
' 
Sunday, Feb. 18, 8 a.m. 
A vehicle parked in the North Lot was smashed in the passenger . 
window and 40 compact disks were missing from the back seat. 
If you have any information re&arding tliese crimes please caU 
Xavier Safety and Security at 745-1000. · 
Compiled by VirBinJa Sutelifre 
Greek life: the debate 
BY KARA BENKEN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Incoming Xavier students 
might he confused over finding 
Greek organizations among the 
list of clubs at a non-greek 
university. 
Special concerns arose 
recently-when student senator 
Bob Schulmeister recom-
mended that two social organi-
zations be·revoked from 
Xavier. While specific details 
will not exist until further 
research is completed, the 
debate about Greek life on 
campus continues_. 
The student senate has sent 
the issue to two committees for 
recommendation and research. 
I 
About five years ago, before 
any defimte mention of Greek 
life was made, Delta Sigma 
Theta and Alpha Kappa Alpha 
were created. 
· In 1993, a survey of the 
student body was conducted 
r~sulting ·i~ .65 percent of the . : 
·students voting against Greek 
life, 25 percent voting for it, 
and 10 percent who dido 't care .. 
In order to he fair to the 
• already existiDg fraternity and 
sorority' it was decided that 
these two organizations would 
· be protected from elimination: 
Thus, the concern does not 
surround already existirig 
Greek institutions, but rather, 
the possibility of a flourishing 
Greek-community at Xavier.in 
the future. 
Despite the policy about 
Greek life, other sororities have. 
been writing letters of intent to 
Xavier's Student Government 
Association saying they are 
interested in colonizing Xavier. 
SGA Vice-President Peter 
Owendoff said, "It is an issue 
that needs to be add~essed . 
today. Would Greek life be 
feasible on a campus as small as 
Xavier's? And, if it is feasible, 
is Xavier ready for it?" 
Vice-President of Student 
Development Dr. Ronald 
Slepitza agreed. "One question 
·we have to raise is 'Should the 
image of Greek life be fostered 
on a campus like Xavier?' . 
Xavier is ·an extremely cohesive 
community"Withotit G~eek·. 
influence. We have to remem-
ber that one of the most positive 
reasons supporting Greek life 
is to create a feeling of co~mu­
nity in a large; impersonal 
institution," he said. 
But Slepitzil also added, "If 
Greek life is desired by the 
student body, it's certainly. 
worth examining. We would 
have to exte~sively explore the 
sense of community Greek life 
harbors, as well as the di_\ision 
it could fester. We'd have to 
know what makes a Greek 
system a success or a failure." 
Freshman Danielle K~aatz is 
a little more appre~ensive. She 
said; "I think if fraternities and 
sororities are started at Xavier, 
they will overwhelni and 'lake 
over. campus life." . 
For the time being, Xavier 
students will wait to hear results 
from the student senate commit-
tees' research into various. 
cliarters and any possible 
disciplinary action, espeeially 
comparing Greek life at various 
universities. . 
SGA vice-presidential 
candidate Matt Whitehead has 
perhaps the most neutral focus. 
He said, "Rightitow, weju~t 
need to come to a resolulfon 
without hurting. o~r curre~t 
organizations." · 
Tuition raised for '96-'97 
BY KARA BENKEN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Late one January evening, 
the ring of the telephone and 
the frantic voice at the other 
end interrupted your studies. 
"Yes, dad," you said, "I 
know I'm going to have to get a 
better job this summer to help 
pay for the tuition. increase." 
That's right-tuition 
increase. One doesn't need to 
be a psychic to predict an· 
annual increase in both tuition 
and room and board, although 
being a fmancial whiz couldn't 
hurt. 
Tuition for 1996-97 will be 
$12,950, which is a 5.5 percent 
($680) increase over the 
previous year. Housing will 
increase 6 percentfrom $2,760 
to $2,920 while board plan rates 
will increase 4 percent from 
$2,290 to $2,420 based on meal 
plan B. Total costs for the 
typical undergraduate student 
attending Xavier next year will 
be $18,290 as opposed to the 
1995-96 cost $17 ;320. 
Although this sotinds like a 
· 1arge increase; Vice President 
·for Financial Administration 
Dr. J. Richard Hirte assures us 
otherwise. "When XaVier's 
tuition is compared to other 
regional independent colleges 
and universities, we are ranked 
34th out of46 (from most 
expensive to least expensive)." 
Xavier's increase is less than 
Marquette's 12.2 percent 
increase and Wheeling's 14.3 
percent rise. 
Hirte said the Xavier 
University Strategic Plan was 
designed three years ago to 
ensure .that excellence at Xavier 
. (including low tuition) would be 
maintained throughout the 
development of XU2000. 
This year, $250,000 was set 
aside from tuition for a grand 
total of a million dollars (over 
three years). 
Hirte said this money 
guarantees hicreased academic 
excellence through EPU classes 
and better lab equipment, 
optimal enrollment, an enrich-
ing student life organization, 
increased Jesuit identity 
through £uncling for things such 
· as the Nicaragua program and 
more. 
The Budget Review Commit-
tee not only estimates next · 
year's total revenues, but also 
focuses on keeping Xavier 
affordable (through financial 
aid and scholarship). 
In doing so, the committee· 
also allocates money for the 
purchase of new equipment and 
tlie renovation processes that 
will keep Xavier competitive. 
Woµtett and the JesuitS 
QY SARAH WoUER 
Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE. 
Dr. Denise Lardner 
Carmody will present the 
Ecumenical Chair Lecture on 
Tuesday, March 12 at 7:30 
p.m. in the University Center 
Theatre. 
Carm~dy is the Bernard J. 
Hanley Professional and chair :. 
of the_~eligious studies depart-
ment of Santa Clara University 
in California. Carmody will. ·· 
present a lecture entitled "The 
Jesuit University and G.C. 34: 
Traveling Light to Travel Far," 
which.is part of Xavier's year 
long symposium on the Jesuit 
Generiil Congregation. 
CarinOdy will speakabout 
. justic~~ women, apd laity, ~nd 
deal .with examples that offer 
insights into· the Jesuit idea of 
socialjustice as it pertains to 
the treatment of wome~. 
file pholo 
Dr. Denise Lardner Carmody 
She will als9 discuss the role 
dialogue shouid hold at a Jesuit 
university. 
Carmody will invite open 
discussiOn about mutual respect 
and common commitment to the 
Jesuit tradition. 
Since the early 1980s, ·. 
Carmody lectured at dozens of 
various universities and colleges 
across the U.S; Carmody has 
published over 60 text and 
trade books in world religious 
and Christian theology. 
Her mosi recent publications 
include: "Christian Feminist 
Theology," "Serene Compas-
sion: A Christian Appreciation 
of Buddhism," and "Corn and 
Ivy." 
Carmody has received 
several outstanding teacher 
awards from various universi-
ties. 
Last June she and her 
bus.band, John Carmody, 
received the John Courtney 
Murray Award for Excellence in 
Theology from the Catholic 
Theological Society of America. 
Carmody grew up in 
Baltimore, Md. and graduated 
sum1na cum la1«k from the 
College of Notre Dame of 
Maryland . 
She received her M.A. and 
Ph.D; from Boston College. 
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DIET COKE OR SPRITE WITH PURCHASE OF A MEDIUM OR LARGE PIZZA. 
LIMIT ONE OFFER PER CUSTOMER. OFFER ENDS 3/3/96. 
CUSTOMER MUST MENTION OFFER WHEN ORDERING. 
Xavier celebrates 
black history m.onth· 
~vier. will celebrate Black History month with 
the following celebrations this week: 
Wednesday, Feb. 21 
A "Grub In" will be held in the office of Multicultural Affairs 
at 3735 Ledgewood from 3:30-5 p.m. The dinner will be held 
in conjunction With International Coffee Hour. 
Thursday, Feb. 22 
Thefdrn "Black is ... BlackAin't"Willbeshown from 12-1:30 
p.m. in the Regis Room in the University Center. A discus-
sion will follow the movie. 
Friday, Feb. 23 
The "Diversity Across Careers Job Fair" will he held from 
1:30-4 p.m. in the O'Connor Sports. Center. More than 75 
organizations are registered to attend. This fairis open to all 
students and offers a broad range of employment opportuni-
ties, according to career counselor Adam Beal. 
liotnosexualspeakers 
coming to catnpus 
In the next few months, Xavier will be hosting two 
contemporary issues speakers. 
On March 13, at 7:30 in Kelley Auditorium in the 
University Center, former professional National League 
umpire Dave Palone will be giving a behind-the-scenes look 
at incidents that happened to him both on and off the field 
. after he admitted that he was gay. 
When Palone revealed his homosexuality, he was forced 
to resign from the National League as an umpire. 
On April 16, at 7:30 p.m. in the Downunder, gay 
comedian Bob Smith will be performing. 
Smith was the first openly gay comedian. 
Smith has previously appeared on "The Tonight Show" 
and "HBO Comedy Hour." 
For more information contact the Student Activities 
Office at 745-4250. 
Btafl' report 
Computer .fundamentals 
taught in workshops. 
The academic computing center offers the following work-
shops this week: 
Wednesday, Feb. 21: 
- "FundamentalsofV AX E-Mail," 3-4p.m. ,Alter HallB-15 
"WindowsFundamentals"(v3.l),3:30-4:30p.m.,CBA21 
Friday, Feb. 23: 
"DOS Word Perfect" (v5.l), Pt. 1, 3:30-4:30 p.m., Alter 
B-2 . 
slalT reporl 
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Parking with the 'Duke' Students battle new 
grading system 
BY JEW DAVIS 
Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
When it comes to getting 
permission to park along 
University Drive, nobody can 
con a parking pass out of the 
"Duke." 
Allen "Duke" Rose, main 
gate guardhouse officer, has 
seen his share of people trying 
to trick their way into getting a 
close parking spot for their 
classes. 
"I had one woman who 
pulled up and said she was 
pregnant. I looked down and 
could see clumps of newspaper 
rolled up underneath her shirt. 
She didn't realize that the 
steering wheel had pushed the 
newspaper to her side," Rose 
said. "I then told her that I had 
taken an anatomy class and I 
knew a stomach wasn't sup-
posed to shift from side to side 
during pregnancy." 
Rose has endured stories like 
this at Xavier's main gate 
guardhouse since 1979. 
The Cincinnati native grew 
up along the. Ohio River, where 
Riverfront Stadium now stands. 
Rose worked in the tobacco 
fields of Kentucky before 
graduating from Talt High 
School. 
He then went to work as a 
Allen "Duke" Rose 
mechanic for the Murphy Oil 
Company before switching to 
the security business in 1969. 
Since working at Xavier in 
primarily the same time slot 
from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. all of 
these years, Rose has gone 
through three security booths 
and three security chiefs. 
"I've gone through three 
guard shacks, and worn out two 
... they (Office of Safety and 
Security) like to call them guard 
houses, though, because they 
cost so much." 
While his children are all 
grown up and dispersed 
throughout the area, Rose said 
he rarely gets to see his 12 
grandchildren. In most of his 
aADBn 
3 Bdnn • $fmnn. 
6 Bdnn • $3Wtllent 
Cfil., 'l/2-anJ 
~~ .. ' 
spare time, Rose sketches 
wildlife or spends time in the 
forest. "My goal is to sketch all 
the buildings on campus," Rose 
said. 
In addition, Rose likes to 
.,, write short stories, and occa-
S sionally, a poem. 
~ "One of these days, I'm going 
-; to write a book about all of the 
g stories I've heard in my life 
;; from people who make excuses 
~ to park in the lot." i Rose said besides the 
pregnant lady story, one of his 
favorites was when a delivery 
man came in with a truck and 
thought he was at St. Xavier 
High School. 
The driver insisted on seeing 
the principal. "I told him we 
didn't have a principal," Rose 
said. 
Rose plans to be around to 
go through several more guard 
booths here at Xavier, and no 
doubt the collection of stories 
will add up through the years. 
Arc You: 
• Career Oriented 
• Quality Driven 
The Xavier Board of Undergraduate Studies voted 6-5 in 
favor of a new grading system which would implement plus and 
minuses to the current grading system. 
Sophomore Bill Kellermeyer is heading the campaign to 
maintain the present grading system. 
Kellermeyer said now that the issue has passed the hoard, a 
final decision will be made by Academic Vice-President Dr. 
James Bundschuh. 
However, Kellermeyer said, he is meeting with Bundschuh 
on Wednesday, Feb. 21 to ask him to delay his decision so 
student reaction could be tallied. 
In addition to his opposition to the proposal, Kellermeyer 
along with members of the Student Government Association are 
holding a forum to gather student opinion. 
The forum will be held Tuesday, Feb. 26 at 6 p.m. in Kelley 
Auditorium. 
Kellermeyer also said a petition will he available around 
campus for students to sign. 
atafl'report 
H you have any news of interest to the Xavier 
community or know of a news event please call 
The XavlBr Newswire at 745-3130. 
• A Problem Solver 
• Customer Service Oriented 
MA TRIXX Marketing Inc., a subsidiary of Cincnnati Bell Inc., is experienceing growth in a 
new technological area. We are seeking Product Support Specialists to assist Internet users 
through our Cincinnati Bell Telephone Help Desk at our Norwood location. 
Required skills: 
• Competent in Macintosh or Windows 
• Excellent Customer Service skills 
Preferred skills: 
• Internet knowledge 
• Modem experience 
• World Wide Web experience 
Helpful skills: 
• Knowledge of file formats 
• Knowledge of multiple Internet protocols 
• HTML experience 
!MJifI'JUXX offers: 
Company Assistul 9fealtli Insurance • 401'1(/ProfitSFiaring • 'Tuition ~imliursement 
!Multiple Smf ts j(vaifabfe 
!Full-'lime orPart-'Tune 
$10.75/liour 
TO APPLY, FAX YOUR RESUME TO: 513-366-2435 
MA TRIXX Marketing, Inc. (PSS) 
4600 Montgomery Road 
Cincinnati, OH 45212 
The Board of Undergraduate 
Studies recently passed a new 
grading scale that will include a 
plus or minus in addition to the 
standard letter grade. This will 
drastically affect your GPA 
and your future! 
YOUR VOICE 
MUST BE HEARD 
Come hear both sides of the 
issue, ask questions and voice 
YOUR opinion!: 
Tuesday,Feb.27, 1996 
7:00 p.m. 
Kelley Auditorium 
Don't pass up this 
opportunity. It 
may be your last! 
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Bearcats get pumped up , Site gives students 
UC students get own trainers access to vast resources 
on info superhighway Think that personal trainers 
are for Hollywood stars and mil-
lionaires? 
Not at the University of Cin-
cinnati. In December, the uni-
versity launched a program that 
allows students studying health 
education to practice their skills 
and get their classmates into 
shape. 
The student trainers guide 
their peers through workouts-
somtimes as often as three times a 
week-at the university's weight 
room. 
In addition to showing students 
how to use cardiovascular equip-
ment, such as stair climbers, and 
weights, the trainers also act as 
cheerleaders, motivating their 
clients to work hard at working 
out. This quarter, three students 
are acting as trainers, said 
Melinda Piles, the program's 
manager. 
So how much do students pay 
for their own personal trainer? 
It's free. About a dozen students 
have taken advantage of the pro-
gram this semester. 
•lafl' report 
SHE . JUST DID IT 
WITH HER NEIGHBOR. 
II 
Fed like somrthlng dwap and easy? 'lry Enjoy Thr Am; discount.-; for two on 
ballrt, symphony, theatr<', even movi<•s. Call us for your membership. You just 
have to be 30 or under to do it. And then find someon<• nearhy to i:lo it with. 
7 5 1 2 7 0 0 
Did you know ... the average salary of a professor at a 
p'rivate college is $79,043? That there are currently 14 million 
students in the U.S.? That the average S.A.Tscore last year 
was910? 
Statistics like these can be found at a new web site that bills 
itself as "the mother-lode of information about American 
higher education." 
Funded by a three-year grant from the National Education 
Association, the site is mantained by graduate students and 
faculty at the University of Rochester. 
The site, the Resource Center for Higher Education, is 
designed for use by researchers, analysts, policy makers, and 
journalists, said Jan Fitzpatrick, spokesperson for the 
university. 
But college students needing legislative, financial or other 
research on education could use it, she added. 
Questions can be forwarded to the center's staff, who will 
point users in the right direction for an online search. 
"When you go into the library and you're not sure where to 
find what you're looking for, you go to the reference desk," 
Fitzpatrick said. "Like the librarian staff, we help you refine 
your search." 
The site contains numerous links. to other resource tools, 
including the New York Public Library. 
Although much of its material has already existed online, 
the site provides "a coordinated way to get it all," she said. 
To sample the site's resources, go to gopher://NEA-
RCHE. warner. rochester .edu. 
eoUege p.- eerviee 
ApartmentsforRentonHudsonAvenue. 
•Nearcampus--NICEhouses 
• Off streetparking 
•2-cargarage 
•Nicefront&rearporch 
•Newappliancesinkitchens 
•Ceiling fans 
•JustoffMontgomeryRd. 
--perfectlocation. 
A vailableinJune: One4Bdrm, 
one3 Bdrm with big, full kitchen 
Call Mikeat272-3444or871-2693. 
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' ... ~: Staff editorial 
PECIWES Elt~ction apathy What.if y~u thre~ a~ ele~tion and nobody 
showed up? 
An American in Paris · 
BY Emc 'OBNSON 
NEWSWIRE FOREIGN . 
· 'CORRESPONDENT ~: 
_, ~ \ ; .. ; .~ ~ . ;, .: ; ... ~ '· 
·w· hen I ieft the United States on,a pl~e 
headed for France, it was with tlle 
naive notion that lmight actually learn 
something here.in Paris that I wouldn't 
have learned on the lovely campus of 
Xavier. 
It's now seven months later, and'even 
though it would be foolish of me to 
consider myself any wiser, I've neverthe-
less composed a short list of suggestions · 
and minor insights which may be of 
service to other Xavier students who might 
one day find themselves abroad. . 
POINT #1: While in Europe, know 
that people can immediately identify you 
as being an American. There's no need to 
tell them. They know it before you even 
open your mouth. Much of this has to do 
with.what Americans typically wear. 
Certain items of clothing instantly an-
nounce American status. 
· Obvious examples would be college 
sweatiihirts, baseball caps, shorts, 
Birk~ti~tocks, backpacks, and even 
anything that's brightly colored. Ifl saw 
you on the streets of Paris wearing· a color 
. that could find its place in the rambow, I 
would be fBirly certain that you're a fellow 
American abroad. Europeans rarely feel 
the need or desire to wear anything that 
isn't the standard black. Exceptions, 
however' are someW.:es made for charcoal 
ornavy. . . 
POINT #2: Being a student abr0ad 
often involves having a roommate from a 
I i i I 
That appears to be the case in this. year's 
executive board elections. Apparently no one 
wanted to stand up to the student government 
juggernaut headed tip by this year's SGA presi-. 
dent Damon Jones. A write-in victory is a possi-
bility, although for~ write-in ticket to succeed, all 
three candidates' full names and positions must 
: b~ ~ritten on .. the.ball.ot.: lri a student body too 
.. ap~thetic to ev~n mount any sort of opposition, I 
doubt that any write-in campaign will be orga7 
nized. 
Everyone always complains, often in these 
pages, that Xavier doesn't pay any attention to 
the students. Unfortunately, when the students 
are given the opportunity to get involyed they 
very often don't bother to show up. 
-PWA 
..... · •\I 
,• ·c!:· ·-~ 
but if you try to shake.a French girl's hand · 
·she's bound t~ see you as an American clod, 
. JPkik. ". · in .. ·. E .. .'uro. .... : .. · ~n. e.,- hwuJ. · >. ··•·· :. _. . &na shenlight even be· a little bit offended. -· · · 
T < Shaking hands is a greetiftg practiced only . 
•.• ;. l'. : ·'··~· ik);ipe~j//l;_'can ;,: ·:,. am;~,;;n~::~~a;u~:::nth;.,.~~!at!!~~~· 
imnuJ<!#4elf .fr/eizlifyyou ~road, bfie prephared tohreceivy:e all'sllohrts of•·:· 
· · · · · attention rom t e men ere. · ou . ear::· 
O,S 6eblg-an Jbnerican.. many an interesting proposition·as-you walk 
me. · •·:··~ ····:·: ·· ·· ··"r1'' .. n downthestreetsofParis,sogrow_accustomed · .·· . ..a ~···no· . nee · to teu . 
, ~ ~ to your new sex symb(llstatus. American-girls 
them, t/iey. hwuJ_ . "' iJ evi.·. 'en. . are at a premium here. Muskie ladies, if·,;; :' 
you 're fed up by the lack of attention you:· 
hefore you open your .· seem to be getting from the men on campus, 
you might want to consider &··year abroad; . 
.. mouth. POINT #S: My final note is not so much a. 
very different part of the. world. If you have 
an Arab roo~miite, as is• my case, you might . 
be forced to ~djust your musical tastes .. You 
will probably find things to be quite tense as 
long as you continue to play your U2 albmns 
while he's in the room. If you're interested, 
however, in learning some authentic Arabic 
cuss words, I suggest putting in the "Joshua 
Tree" album and then listening closely to 
what he's mumbling under his breath. 
POINT #3: If you 're an American guy 
abroad you must learn to greet European 
women by doing that silly little. kissy gesture 
they do on both cheeks. Standard proce-
dure, I think, requires that you first kiss on 
the left cheek and then ~e right. And try to 
aay something funny and French while you 're 
doing it. She'll be impreaaed if you do all that · 
naiurally, u if you've always known how to. 
greet•. European lady. It's cheeay, I know; 
suggestion for living abr~ad.as it is advice for 
living at home on the campus of Xavier 
University. My travels here in Europe have 
certainly helped me to appreciate the vast 
. world that exists outside of •he United States, 
but my:ti~e here. has also taught me to 
appreciate the tint world that exists between 
Montgomery- Road and Winding Way. I am · 
now convinced more.than ever that Xavier is a 
pretty cool place to grow up and get an 
education.· i urge you not to take that for 
. granted. ·.The real world offers many opportu-
nities which merit venturing off campus: That 
chance comes to each of us at different_ times, · 
but eventually they kick us all out, appeasing 
us·with a fancy; well decorated piece of paper 
they call a diploma. Until that moment, enjoy· 
what it is you have at home. · 
. . Erie Joluuonil 1Mncip#n1of1/w Fntlin1clwl-, ~­
anllipand ii curnnt/y 11tulyil'tf in Paril, Ht1 wanli 
·/,;,f,Wndl1olt110111Malil'ltinwiop11olr~11Erie '·. 
.,,,,U., IO~ 1AoJt/ a/J 111'iu Aiat •. 
.'. ,• -.·. ·' . ~ . 
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• Letters to the editor • 
Students, 
not tickets, 
the problem 
This i~ in response to Joel Tantalo's article in the Feb. I4 
edition of Tiie Newswire regarding the ticket distribution of 
the XU/UMass basketball game. 
This is not the. first time that students have had to pick 
up .their tickets iii advance.· For both this year's XU/UC 
genie as well as the one two years ago, students had to wait 
in liiie for their tickets a few days prior to the contest. 
Two year~ ago, almost I200 tickets were allotted to 
students to pick up prior to the UG game. Using. that game 
a8 the precedent, the same amount of tickets were allotted 
to the students for this year's game. The.tickets went upfor 
grabs abOut eight days before the game, and there were still 
tickets left for-students the day before the game. A little 
more than 1100 students pieked up tickets, and about 950 · 
of them showed up to cheer on the Muskies (yes, that's · ' 
righti some who picked up their tickets dido 't even come to 
the game!). · · 
Campus fliers announced that tickets could be picked · 
up for the UMass,_St. Joe's and Virginia Tech games on 
Jan. 23 at IO a.m. These fliers went out on Jan. 8. This 
gave students approximately is days to either block some . 
time in their schedule to go.down and get a ticket, or to find. 
another. student to go down and get the ticket for them~ · 
Also, .there.was art announcement in the Jan; 17 issue of 
Tlle.Newsw.rTe~hich explafued when ticket sales would 
begin. 
Students were not "locked out" of the game. The usual · · 
800 or so tickets were allotted to the student body and· they 
were all given out. The "true fans" that Tantalo said w~re 
"locked out'~ probably aren't as true as he thinks.they are, 
- or they woul<l have found .a way to get a ticket on _that day'. · 
While all 800 tickets were: given out to the student body, 
more than.250 of them dido 't show up! If you want t,o 
. bring up the iss~e of money, Xavier lost a bundle of it. 
because, they could have sold those tickets to "true· fan~," 
but gave them to the studentsfor free instea~. 
· Why shouldo.ir ticket office ~ve out tickets to students 
wh~n they aren~t even coming to 'the games? I've been to all 
of the home games this year (excluding Morgan State) and ·. 
at three of these gam~s, the floor wasn't even filled up (La · 
Salle, St. Joe's and Virginia Tech on ESPN). I k1mw some 
students are. ups'et because. they dido' t get a ticket to the 
UMass game, buU sure don't hear them complaining about_ . 
not having a ticket to any of these others games. , .. ·· 
All 800 tickets were given out to the St. Joe's game, but 
only abo~t 230 showed up. What are all the students · · · 
doing? Do they only come for the No. I team and just expect 
that we will win all those other games without them? Is it 
because our record isn't as good as it has been in the past 
few years? Did they not show up for Virginia Tech, which 
was on ESPN, because it star;ted at noon on a Saturday and 
w~ too early? Is it because we play at the Cincinnati 
Gardens and not in our own on-campus coliseum? I don't 
know. - · ... 
What I do know is' that; to me, it doesn't matter who 
call~. I come to see Darnell Williams take over the game 
and bring us back when it looks like Xavier has no 
chance. I come to see Lenny Brown swat a lay-up into 
the crowd, then watch it again on ESPN's "Plays of the 
Week." I come to watch Kevin Carr and T.J. Johnson 
fight for every rebound like it's going to be their last. 
You can't please everybody. The students. ofXavier 
University need to realize that getting their basketball 
game tickets free is something that doesn't happen at too 
many universities.· If they don't start taking advantage 
of that, maybe the ticket office won't give out as many 
tickets. They could make more money on our games by 
· selling those tickets to the peo'ple who want to see Xavier 
play, and not just the No.I team in the nation. 
Stan Kaniecki 
senior 
Bill Kellei'meyer 
sophmore 
Constrttction 
blues 
Let me guess. You're ecstatic about the new de/con-
. struction taking place on the Academic Mall. The 
former "pedestrians only" area now resembles some-
thing out of "Mad Max: Beyond Thunderdome." 
walking down the mall last week, you could have easily 
.. run into a· IOOO-pound rock, slipped into a IO foot high 
mud pile, tripped on a 2x4 or fallen int<! a I2 foot 
niarihole; '. Even D' Artagnan couldn't take it an)'lliore .. 
He left mid-~eek. 
If this ~akes you mad; what about waking up one 
morning only to find a Port~O-Let in your front yard, a 
construction trailer in your driveway and a chain-link 
;fence without the sign that says "Please don't feed the 
animals." This is what we, the men of 38I6 Ledgewood 
'have had to endure this year. 
Now we, being menforothers, understand the 
. 'sacrifices we must sometim~s make for our fellow 
.students and the almighty XU2000~ But where does one 
draw the line? Does it come at 6:30 a.m. when con-
struction .crews gather outside your front door, or: does 
it come when university administrators care enough 
about students to extend comnwn courtesy and let them 
know how the plans of tomorrow will affect them today. 
Too often on this campus~ students are overlooked. 
Last time we checked, we were·the reason for this 
university. Or is it Residence Life, the Physical Plant 
or the masterminds behind XU2000? When it comes 
down to it, it really doesn't matter what office.or . 
administrator, because everyone's top concern should 
be "how is this going to affect the quality of student 
life?" . 
When there is· a party off campus, XU Five-0 
responds within minutes; yet 'when tractors and cranes 
roam the campus at will, the liniversity doesn't see fit to 
post any "Safety Bulletins." 
Maybe we're just expecting too much, or maybe this 
is just preparing us as we take our· place in a rapidly 
changing global society.· What do you think? 
Xavier is playing. I come out to see Xavier basketball,.. Dan Nocella, Jason Beck · 
pure and simple. I don't come to watch .Marcus C~inby or seniors 
Danny Fortson. I come out to watch Skip Prosser s he~d · · ·~ ..... on Jones, Jamil StafTord 
catch on fire when the refs are making their usual horrible · JUDIOn . 
Positive 
It had occurred to me that most of the recent 
"Letters to the Editor" have been written in a 
very negative tone. More often than not, this 
negativity has been directed toward the univer- · 
sity. 
In light of this, I would like to defend our 
institution by sharing the following story. 
Last weekend, I ran into one of my Manresa 
leaders who was hack on campus to attend the 
UMass game. I wanted to approach him as soon 
as I saw.him, but I was hesitant considering it 
had been three and a half years since we had 
shared in Manresa. 
Unbelievably, just a few seconds after he saw 
me, we were embracing like good friends. He 
had recognized me immediately, and he genu-
inely impressed me by remeinberiitg all of the 
events from our group's time together. 
What amazed me, though, was that he was 
;mle to recall specific things about me. He 
remembered personal stories that I had shared 
with our group. When he inquired about my 
family, I ·was stunned to find that he still knew 
both of my sisters' names .. As we reminisced, I 
realized just how much I have changed since my 
freshman year. 
Looking back, this was more than just a 
chance meeting between two classmates. What I 
have taken away from this encounter concerns 
the bigger picture. 
Coming to Xavier in I992 was the most 
frightening experience of mr life. Being 450 
Jniles away from the people who knew me best, 
my parents, was absolutely petrifying. How-
ever, what I found here were people who were 
willing to get to know me. Because of this, I have 
made lasting friendships with professors, fellow 
students, and as it turns out, my Manresa 
leader. 
As I prepare to leave Xavier, I am just 
starting to realize the value and importance of 
my time here. It would be impossible for me to 
communicate just how much I have grown 
during the past seven semesters at XU. I have 
become a different person; a better person. 
This is due, in part, to. the education that I 
hav·e re~eived here, but it is also because of the 
people that are Xavier University. These people 
have touched my life, and for them I am eter-
nally grateful. I can only hope that the next four 
years of my life are as fruitf~ as the past four 
have been here at X. 
Jenifer Becker 
senior 
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XU cold outside under URI blizzard 
BY JASON BECK 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
A hot-shooting basketball 
player or a team on a big run is 
said to be "in the zone." 
Unfortunately, the XaVier 
men's basketball team limped 
through Saturday's 87-70 loss 
at Rhode Island out of the 
zone-literally and figuratively. 
The Muskies shotonly 37 
percent from the field, in large 
part because they couldn't solve 
the URI 2-3 zone. The Rams 
dared XU to score from outside 
when they went into the zone 
midway through the fo·st half. 
The Muskies answered with a 
chilling 2-16 shooting clip from 
three-point range. 
When the Musketeers tried 
to penetrate the zone by driving 
to the bucket, the Rams 
trapped them into poor passes 
or ill-advised shots, forcing 
seven. of Xavier's 15. turnovers 
during a nine-minute stretch. 
The result was a plethora of 
fast-break opportunities and a 
25-6 run over the final nine 
minutes of the first half. As 
Rhode Isla~d sophomore point 
guard Tyson Wheeler. slashed 
and boinhed his way to 23 
points in the up-tempo game;· 
Xavier found itself in the rare 
position of trying to slow the 
game clown. 
.A slowed-down Wheeler 
made no difference. The thir-d-
team all-conference selection 
made his case for first-team 
honors by piercing the XlJ man-
to-man defense, drawing 
defenders in the lane, then 
dishing off to open shooters 
outside. His eight assists were a 
big reason behind the Rams' 8-
17 three-point shooting and 51 
percent shooting overall, not to 
mention the mild case ~f 
whiplash suffered by Musketeer 
players watching his passes. 
Kevin Carr led the Muske-
teers with eight rebounds, but 
fouled out of his third game in 
the last four outings. His 
counterpart, 7-0 Dutchman 
Michael Andersen, scored 13 
points, snared six rebounds and 
swatted a trio of blocks. "I 
think we dicln 't come out and 
play hard enough, and it 
showed," Carr said. 
The Muskete.ers actually 
opened the game _strong, 
holding a one-point lead as their 
fall began. Darnell Williams 
left the locker room on fire; 
Muskies bomb UD 
XaYi,er swi.rigman D~rnell Williams smiles when called a slasher 
for his driving style. After his effort in last night~s 102-9.5 victory 
over paytori, Mu~kie f~ns can call him a stopper, too'. .· 
Williams scored 18 first~half points en route to his 25, as the 
Muskies reclaimed theBlackhurn-McCafferytrophy. He dropped 
nine points during a 22~9 run late in the first half to put XU iii 
command to break its four game losing streak. 
Gary Lumpkin teamed with Williams to give XU the outside 
threats it rOissed in Jo'sses to Rhode Island and Virgmfa Tech~ 
Lumpkiii·dropped a pafr of three-point bombs Cron the wing as 
part of his 17 points at the half. He finished with 27 to capture the 
game's MVP trophy. . 
"If you havethe open shot, step up and stick it," said Williams. 
"I had the open shot: so ltook it." 
The duo added 20 of their points on combined 20-22 free-throw 
shooting as ~he two teams committed 57 personal fotils. 'fechnical 
fouls on both benches aided runs for both teams; a foul on Prosser 
during a 14-4 Flyer ~un cut the iead to 62~58 early in the second 
half; hut the Musketeers lat~r rebounded with a 7-0 run capped by 
a technical onlID. coach Oliver Purnell. Lumpkin made a pair of 
free throws, then Johnson sank a jumper from the low post. 
Kevin Carr hit a pair of three-pointers as part of his ·16 points, 
while Ty~on Brit came off the bench for 14 points and six rebounds. 
Darnell Hahn led the Flyers with 24 points. VD climbed within 
single digits late· on the strength of near 60 percent field goal 
shooting, hut the Muskies sank 32 foul shots on the night to ne:ver 
relinquish the lead. · . 
The Vicfory gives Xavier a three-game lead over the F1yers for 
third place in the A-10 West with four conference games left. 
· . . . -..,;Juan Beck 
scoring 11 ofXU's opening 18 
points and seven straight heforP. 
the run. After sinking one of 
two free throws, the freshman 
hit from the corner; then 
popped a jumper off the drive 
from 15 feet away and sank two 
foul shots for an 18-17 lcad. 
Xavier outscored Rhode 
Island in the final stanza, but 
never cut the lead below 16 
until the last minute. Darnell 
Williams finished as the only 
Muskie in double figures,. 
scoring 20 points on 7-10 field 
goal shooting ~md 6-8 
markmanship from the foul 
line. 
. lite photo 
Terrance Payne and Ken 
Harvey came off the bench with 
the kind of fire the starters 
needed while they were still in 
the game. Payne defied his 55 
percent free throw shooting by 
swishing seven of eight tries· 
from the line, while Harvey 
smlk his final three field goal 
attempts down the stretch after 
missing his first seven. Both 
finished with nine points, all · 
scored over the final seven 
minutes. 
. Darnell Williams scored 20 points Saturday at Rhode Island, but 
it served as little consolation ziz Oil 87-70 demise. 
Duquesne provides pair of key conference tests 
MllskieS neea1at~eason run 
BY JASON BECK 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Fan emotion stretched from relief to exuberance 
when the Muskies stayed close in losses to Cincinnati 
and UMass, mainly because they believed it would 
help XU win big games down the line. 
The line keeps on growing, but without a win, so 
docs the Muskies' frustration. 
Nevertheless, he's a three-point threat, and as Rhode 
Island's Tyson Wheeler showed Saturday, deep 
threats are even more threatening to the Muskies. 
Yet don't expect Xavier to simplify the playbook 
for urgency's sake. "It's still business as usual," 
T.J. Johnson said. "We know our game plan can 
work. It's just a matter of getting the job done." 
The Dukes enter the Gardens for a4 p.m. Satur-
day showdown, hut the Muskies will have to avoid 
looking ahead to Monday's rematch 
with George W~shington. The Muskies 
suffered a 77-69 letdown loss at G.W. 
Feb. 7, three days after playing Massa-
chusetts. But the tables will be turned 
on the Colonials, who will be fresh off 
their faceoffwith UMass Saturday. 
Instead of looking to put together a 
strong run leading into the Atlantic 10 · 
Tournament, Xavier (9-12, 5-6 A-10) 
findsitself looking to salvage a winning 
season. The Muskies' pressure is com-
bined with the dizziness of a four-game 
tailspin entering last night, their first 
such streak since 1987. The last larger 
streak was seven in 1981-82, also 
Xavier's last losing season at 8-20. 
"At the least we want to have a win-
ning season," Kevin Carr said. "Right 
now we have to concentrate on the games 
file photo 
Tom Pipldns is ninth ill 
Atlamic JO scorti1g. 
The Muskies return to the unwind-
ing road schedule next Thursday, as a 
8 p.m. date with Virginia Tech awaits. 
Xavier· finishes the regular season 
March 3 at Duquesne. 
While the Muskies need to win four 
we have left, and finish out as strong as we can." 
Those gamesleftinclude a pair against Duquesne, 
whose 9-13 record includes a 20-point win over 
Alabama-Birmingham last Thursday, but whose 
3-9 A-lOmark reflects a 76-70loss to St. Joseph'son 
Saturday. The erratic play includes first-team all-
conference guard Tom Pipkins, who once sat fourth 
in theA-10 in scoring but has seen limited action the 
past seven games with a pulled hamstring. 
PiplOns played 28 minutes against St. Joe's, hut 
shot just 4~11 from the field in an 11-point effort. 
of five games to finish at .500 entering the Atlantic 
10 Tournament, they also need those wins to secure 
third pla.ce in the A-10 West and and a first-round 
match against Fordham. 
The only hope for Xavier to return to the NCAA 
Tournament is an A-10 Tourney title and its auto-
matic berth. The NIT probably won't invite the 
Muskies unless they stockpile a few wins in the A-10 
Tourney and lose in the fmals. 
In effect, then, Xavier's postseason is now. "We' re 
still going into every game to win," Johnson said. 
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Final Four frenzy X-pected 
BY PETE HOLTERMANN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
. March Madness will take over 
C~cinnati next spring as Xavier 
University and the Greater Cin-
cinnati Sports and Events Com-
mission host the 1997 NCAA 
each~order, and purchasers are 
limited to four tickets per call. 
Many of the details of the Final 
Four weekend are still to be de-
termined. The Cincinnati plan-
ners hope to 
learn a lot about 
whatisinvolved 
Women'sBasketballFinalFour. in the tourna-
The games, slated for March ment when they . 
28 and 30, 1997, will be held at· attend this 
Riverfront Coliseum. In addi- year's tourney 
tion to the games~ a weekend full in Charlotte. 
of activities is planned as part of According to 
the event. Don Shu-
The tournament is expected to macher, Execu-
sell out the over 17 ,000 seats of tive Director of 
the Coliseum. This year's tour- the · Greater 
nament in Charlotte, N.C. sold C inc inn at i 
out in less than two months and . Sports and 
marks.thefourthconsecutivesell Events .Com-. 
out. 
With the early stages of plan~ 
Ding under way, organizers are 
holding a Media Tip-Off Thurs-
dayattheOmniNetherlandPlaza 
Hotel downtown. According to 
Becky Cox, Project Manager for 
the Cincinnati Organizing Com-
mittee, the media luncheon is be-. 
ing held to preview what is in 
store with the Final Four, and to 
promote ticket sales. 
Starting at 10 a.m. on Satur-
day, March 2, 1996, tickets may. 
be purchased by callirig 1-800-
241-0257. Ticket packages are 
$75, and include the two semifi-
nal games on Friday, March 28, 
1997; and the championship game 
onSunday,March30,1997. A$2 
processing fee will be added to 
mission, going 
to Charlotte will be an eye-opener 
. for many people working on·the 
event. "When they get there," he 
explained, "They will realize that 
this is a much bigger and impor-
tant event than they could have 
ever dreamed of.'' 
Volunteer help will play a cru-
cial role in· the event. Xavier 
Assistant Athletic Director Gin-
ger Fulton estimates that approxi-
mately 500 volunteers will be 
needed to work on the event .. ·In 
September, a volilnteer coordi-
nator will initiate recruitment. 
Hosting this tournament will 
impact all parties involved. For 
the city, Schumacher predicts it 
will draw over 15,000 visitors. 
He estimates that $7-9 million . 
. fA This Week 
Saturday, Feb. 24 
Monday, Feb. 26 
Women 'sbasketballvs. LaSalle, 1 p.m., 
Schmidt Fieldhouse 
Men'sbasketball vs. Duquesne, 4 p.m., 
Cincinnati G,ardens 
Women'sbasketballatDayton,5p.m., 
UDArena · 
Men's basketball vs. George Washing-
ton, 9:30p.m., CincinnatiG~rdens 
Bee ou.~gs $lAt~' 
Recreational Sports will hold the sixth • annual Rob Sieber. 
~erilorial '<;olr Outingon s.~tU..d~y. April 13 at Gleill'ieW. Gl>lf 
ct'.»urse. The' s~otgun start will take place at 1 :3() p.m. The f eeo(S50. 
for ii()it~students and $20 for stud~JitS. iricl.ides a . ca~t~ dmiie~' • 
priz~~. and a ~ieeve ofhall!f~ ~dnajssi~~ is lbnjted to 3~ four~oJries~. 
. $ignups .are. also undenvay. for)he ltec Sports Spriog.softbalf 
tou~n~ent •. Registrations iii bOth fuen ~s anf) c~rec dirisioll~ ~ilf 
~lrise ~# Wednesday~ March 13, with a captain's meeting tiie·n~xt. 
dily. Play begins March 18. .. ·· . ·· . · · . 
·.For JJ1or.e infonnation on either event, call Rec, Sports at 745:: 
2857 or stop by ~e lntl'.amuri.ls Otfi~e .. · . 
• 
will be spent in Cincinnati during 
the weekend. 
Perhaps more important than 
the money is the exposure. All 
three tournament games will be 
carried by 
ESPN. "It's 
· another oppor-
tunityfor Xavier 
tohaveit'sname 
in the spotlight," 
said Fulton, who 
also stressed the 
importance of 
this event in 
Xavier's rela-
tionship with the 
community. 
Cox also 
views the· event 
as important for 
, the university. 
"U anything, I thinkit will benefit 
Xavier the most," she said. "Cin-
cinnati is known for putting on 
special events, so I think Xavier. 
has the most to gain.'' · · 
. · photo by Carloe DeJeeU11 
Karen Alexander luu XU abnintffor a Western Conference title. 
Xavier fourth in Big 4 
The Musketeer shooters completed their last tune-up.before the 
postseason last Saturday placing fourth in the Big Four Rifle Classic. 
Starring for the Musketeers was Jason Parker, who fmiShed sixth 
in the air' rifle standings with 387 points and e~th in the smallbore 
with 1160 pts. Karyii Juziuk fired her way to a tie for eighth place in 
the air rifle with 386 points. 
· Xavier fmished with 6079 aggregate points, behind the University 
of Kentucky's bb1e team (6200), Jacksonville State (6174) and the 
Kentucky white teain (6128). ,Next weekend XU's sharpshooters 
travel to Ohio State for the. Western Conference Championships. 
Xavier qtialified for the NCAA championship meet in Coiorado 
Springs, Col. March 7-9. -Tom De Corte 
llSllYE orr1c11.:s' .11111111 ·coaPs 
SUBIEBSCBOOLl'ORPEOPU: 
·Oii THEIR WAY TO THE TOP. 
If you didn't sigl1 up for ROTC as ·a By the time you have graduated from . 
freshman o~ . sophomore, you can still college, you'll have the credentials of 
catch . up to your classmates by ,.. 1 11111 . an A:Imy . officer. You'll also ·have attendmg-_AI.~. y. · R~TC Camp Chal- · .· . . th. e . self-confidence and discipline 
lenge, a paid six-week summer it takes to succeed in . college and 
course in leadership training. . · . · beyond. 
. . . . . . . . . 
IRMIROTC 
TIE SMllTl:ST COLi.EGE COIJISE YOU CAI TAD. 
! • ' . 
For details. visit St. Barbara Hall or call 
745-1062 
111111111 
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photo· eourte•y of Sandy Underwood 
. .. 
· kis not po,lile, hut nonetheless,fll18ers getpointed in 
"Onel! On This Island. ·~ ' ' ' 
'Gilmore'. aces screen 
Bv SoREN BAKER 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
When a golfer heads out on 
the links, the last thing he 
expects is a free-swinging, fow-
mouthed, mexperienced hacker . 
. to futr~de on their game. But 
in his new movie "H~ppy 
Gilmore," comedian Adam 
Sandler does' just th~t~ ups tag- : ·. 
ing the proft?ssionals im,d · . ·~ 
making his film careei'a series 
of holes in one.· ·· 
.. Bob Barl.,er (left) 01u/ Adam Sandler du.el with fists and 
As a marginal hockey player clubs in ''Happy Ci/more. " 
cut from the local minor league ''• ' . ·.· :: ' ' 
team for the umpteenth time.,· >to convince the simple-minded 
Gilmore (Sandler) find!i his lif~ • . novice to study the game. 
in shambles. When his grand~ . Although Gilmore initially 
mother gets evicted f~f not . scoffs at Chubbs' idea, when he 
paying taxes for the last 10 realizes he can win big bucks 
years, Gilmore has to find a way playing golf, his fantastic 
to make quick money and save voyage to the top of the golf 
his grandmother's house. He world-as well as ·the real fun 
takes up golf after winning a bet - begins. 
with the movers unloading his Giln10re;·s incredible temper, 
grandmother's house. his lack of f~ndam~ntal skills 
After hitting the people at and his humorous antics not 
the end of the str~t with a 400 . only' supply extraordinary 
yard drive, Gilmore starts laughs for the audience, but 
hustling people at the local they also form a beautiful 
wants Gilmore.ousted. Shooter 
hires a groupie to pester 
Gilmore during a celebrity 
tournament. 
· Gilmore's partner is Bob 
Barker, the host of "The Price 
Is Right." Barker may not be 
the best actor, but his duel with 
Gilmore transforms the aged 
game show host from gentile old 
man to fie~ce warrior. 
driving range. Here Chubbs, equatio~ for professional golf: L usH- 'Island~/;show-< ~~c:~~:e;I~~:~~ ::::.pro, sees : r~t7t~~gh Ii~ Jri~y have ·. 
· ···· ··· · · · Chubbs, who retired· from exe~utives griOning fro~. ear to 
Other guest appearances 
include comedian Kevin 
Nealon, television commentator 
Verne Lundquist and golf 
legend Lee Trevino. Each of 
these personalities adds to the 
movie's nutty atmosphere. 
The Xavier University Players' production "Once On This 
Island" co~tinues this week, with shows Feb. 22-25. 
"I was really impressed by how professional it was," junior 
Holly Schnapf said. "There weren't a lot of noticeable flaws. 
You could tell they were really dedicated to the play and that 
they enjoyed perfo~ing." 
The story focuses on the inhabitants of a tropi~aJ.island 
whose natives live' in either extreme poverty or exorbitant 
wealth, Huge gates keep the poor and the rich separated. 
"The set is incredible .. Its vibrance e;.hances the energetic 
performance," soHhomore Julie Vehorn said. 
AU shows will be held in the University Cenier Theater. 
Each performance begins at 8 p.m. . 
Admission is $3 for Xavier studen~ and staff. Tickets 
purchased in advance are $2. 
'' 
'Colors of Nature' 
on display in Cohen 
"Colors of Nature," a collection of prints and designs by 
Margaret Denk, will be displayed at the Xavier University Art 
Gallery through Friday, Feb. 23. 
In her work, Denk stretches the traditional boundaries of 
lithography, intaglio· and monotype to build natural abstrac-
tions. 
Her compositions result from a process of layering and 
combining various printing me~ods~ . . . . 
The Gallery is located in the Cohen Center and is open Crom 
noon-4 p.m., Monday-Friday. 
For more ift!ormation, call 745-3811. · 
golf after one of his hands was ear, Shooter (Christopher 
bitten off by an alligator, tries McDonald), the tour's star, 
With non-stop comedy, 
"Happy Gilmore!" aces the 
course. 
.Push and Turn on campus 
Bv BRENDON Cvu 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
The Downunder will play 
host to the up-and-coming band 
Push Down and Turn on 
Thursday, Feb. 21 at 10 p.m~ 
The hand is made up of five 
members from around the 
Midwest and is currently 
recording its third album. 
Push Down and Turn are on 
the verge of stepping into the 
· spotlight. Until then, though, 
Xavier University has them on 
Thursday night. 
They have a very eclectic 
music style. Jason Barth, the 
band's keyboardist and pianist, 
said they don't want a musical 
following that is narrowed down 
to one type of audience. 
. The band's goal is to get 
people to give its music a 
chance. 
Their current album, TiNltJe 
Daya in April, is a recording · 
that shows serious talent. No 
one member of the band is too 
strong. The CD contains songs 
with intense drum solos, strong 
vocals and stellar piano work. 
"SpringStreet" leatures 
Barth playing a piano sequence 
. that adds an infmite amount ol 
originality to the song. 
The muaic ol r .. 1ve Daya in 
April surprises, and 
just when you think · 
that you have the style 
pinned down, a 
completely different 
sound begins. 
Lead guitarist Tay 
Bourquien shows off 
his skills on" Violets," 
a fantastic song that 
should be a hit in 
concert. 
"Indian Summer" is 
by far the best song on 
the CD because it .· · 
utilizes. the best aspects 
of Push Down And 
Tum's diverse musical style. 
Barth said the band's name 
comes from the top of a medi-
cine cap. 
The name stuck because it 
doesn't give the audience any 
prejudices about their music. 
Admission is two dollars; 
Beer and Bacchus Mocktails 
will be available. · 
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The Gufs' 'Crash' co11rse on success 
For hands from Midwestern 
cities, "making it big" can he Ii 
struggle. Many find success in 
their home city, and pockets of 
fans throughout their area, hut 
nation-wide success is a long, 
hard road. 
song, and then sang it. with the 
hand. For The Gufs, this type 
of reaction was a very new 
experience. 
For now, t~ey are in a sense, 
starting over. They know they 
have~ loyal fan base in·the 
Midwest, hut now they are 
trying to stir up a following 
wherever they play. . 
Offering a testimonial for 
this trend is The Gufs. Hailing 
from Milwaukee, this alterna-
tive college hand is treading into 
new waters as they start to c§ 
. Despite a small tum out, the · 
Gufs know they made an . 
impression here in Cincinnati. 
After: au, nine people signed up 
for their mailing list by·the end 
ofthemght: 
branch out across the country. 
For many years, The Gufs 
have been playing before a 
growing group of followers in 
Milwaukee, Chicago, and other 
locations in the upper Midwest. 
In addition to numerous shows 
throughout the region, they 
were also benefiting from air 
time on regional college radio 
stations. 
Last summer, the band hit it 
big with their single "Crash 
(Into Me)" on WLUM (a 
commercial radio station in 
Milwaukee). This success got 
the attention of the record 
industry. The band scored high 
points for having a song near 
the top of a major station's play 
list while being on an indepen-
dent record label. They were 
quickly signed by Atlantic 
Records last October. 
Now the band is faced with a 
new challenge: developing a 
loyal following throughout the 
country. This, as they will 
attest, iS·not an easy process. 
In Milwaukee, Chicago and a· 
few other places, the band can 
sell out shows with a few 
thousand people. In other 
places, like Cincinnati, the 
band has a hard time drawing 
20. 
"Going from thousands in 
Milwaukee to eight somewhere 
else is hard," said Gufs' b888ist 
Dejan Kralj. "You 're doing it ·, 
to get your music out, and you·, ;I: 
just hope that those eight people 
are turned on by it." 
Last Thursday, the Gufs 
played in front of 15 people at 
Caddy's downtown. During 
their 10 song set, they played 
nine of the 12 soap that are to 
be on their fjnt Atlantic release 
that is due out April 9. All but 
four of these 12 have been 
previously released, but many · 
of the older tunes are being 
The Cufi are trying to transfer their Milwaukee appeal across the country •. Si/fninl! witli a· 
major record label always all!J1IU!nls the st171!fKle. 
·"Playing these kinds of 
shows is key, it's how we got . 
going,:• said Dejan .. · 
· "Thanks a lot for coming," 
said Goran at the end of the set~ 
"Hopefully when we come here 
next, you will all bring five · 
people with you, and then 
there'll he 10 of you." 
redone for the new album, 
according to Kralj. 
Their set was led by Goran 
Kralj, Dejan's brother. 
Goran's rhythm guitar, both 
acoustic and electric, was the 
groundwork off which the hand 
played. Dejan developed these 
rhythms with driving bass lines 
that complemented the playing 
of their jazz-oriented drµmmer, 
Scoti Schwebel. The percussion 
of Brian Pettit and the lead :: 
guitar of Morgan Dawley gave 
the songs life, as did Goran's 
distinctive voice. 
The Gufs did not really take 
off until 1990. Goran had 
become good friends with. 
Schwebel. The two were 
roommates and teammates on 
the University ofWisconsin-
Milwaukee soccer team. Along 
with Dejan, the duo started to 
work with Morgan, who was 
going to Marquette, alid had 
just left another area band. In 
the fall of_l99l, ~ey released 
their first CD, Starin/! Into the 
Sun. 
In 1992, they released 
another disc, SollifS '!/Life. 
The album.won them the 
"Album ohhe Year" award 
from the Wiseonsin Area Music 
IDaustry. . 
Pettit became a full-time 
member of the band to work on 
their 1993 release, Circa W9. 
This album was recorded live in 
the studio to capture the essence 
of their shows.· . 
Mter almost three years of 
what Dejan called "maturing 
and song writing," the band 
released Collide in 1995. "We 
were a four piece, very folky 
sounding band," explained 
this hand into .the spotlight. Dejan. With Collitle, Goran 
used more electric guitars, 
giving the hand a harder edge 
while his voice helped maintain 
their original sound. This 
album, and the 14 weeks 
"Crash" spent on top of 
.Milwaukee's radio charts, sent 
Perhaps The Gws' biggest 
moment came at Suinmerfest, 
Milwaukee's' largest music 
festival As they broke into 
"Crash," the overflowing crowd 
of better than 7 ,000 erupted as 
soon as they recognized the 
It may be a struggle, hut tlie 
Gufs are having fun and just 
hoping that their patience pays 
off. 
We· specialize in 
IaWyers who care about,_-·· 
helping others... · 
~ St. Thomas is.committed to·developing_che 
intelleaual, spiritual,· an~ ethical vmues of its furur:e · 
lawyers 
~ St. Thomas' low scudenc-to-l'aculty ratio allows for 
pei'soni1.lized guidance ~om the faculty · 
~ St. Thomas is.the only Cadtolic law:school in the . 
Southeastern United St.mes. 
. -~~ 
St. Thomas :Universih1 
The .-trcirdiocesan C11tholit Universihl of Florid,;] 
. SCHOOl OF LAVi " . . 
l ~ ~-W. · 32nd Avenue, Miami, Florida 33054 . 
I ~OQ~.?45-4569 
. -. - ~. 
5c. 7hcmas Un....nlt'f Sci'laol .::i;.iw ·.was~!uil.311pro'liai ::v ::ie ;.;e .. ~e Qi ':e1apns -:i:-:~;m~n~ 
3al'. ~oc:aaon on ,;ar.iar1 1 '4. 1995: · ' : . .· 
r-----------~-------~--~~ I Please send information about St. 'l.'homas Cniversity School of Law I 
I Entrance Date: Fall 199 _ XUOH . _ Name I .. 
I I 
Address~~~~~~~~~~~~~....;.,~~~~~ 
. City State · · Zip I 
I Davtime Phone No. · · I L-~---~-~~--~------~-~~-~ 
' .. ,.-,. 
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'CHiP's' inspired riffs Bosstone 'ska' 
BY SHAUNA POPE . ". .. • . . 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Seven Mary Three, whose 
popularity has been rising 
steadily over the past few 
months, will play for a sold-out 
audien.ce at Bogart's in Clifton 
on Tuesday, Feb. 27. 
The band is comprised of 
lead vocalist and guitarist Jason 
Ross, lead guitarist Jason 
Pollock, Casey Daniel on bass, 
and Giti Khalsa on drums. 
The origin of the band can 
be traced back to 1992, when 
Ross and Pollock became 
acquainte.d with one another. 
At that tim~, they were attend-
ing The College of William and 
Mary in Virginia .. Soon 
afterwards, they hooked up 
with Daniel and Khalsa and 
became serious about making 
music. 
As for the origin of the 
band's name, the story is 
simple. In a recent phone 
interview, Jason Pollock said 
that the members of the group 
simply got "tired of trying to 
think up a cool name for the 
band. The '70s police show .. 
'CHiP's' was ~II TV, and Seven 
Mary Three was the cops' call 
name. We were like, 'Hey, 
that's pretty catchy!"' 
The songs on their new CD 
American Standard are 
actually re-recordings of the 
songs on Churn, the group's 
independent debut album. 
"The songs on Churn were 
our first recordings as a band," 
Pollock said. "Many of the 
P. 
&le photo 
From left, Seven Mary Three members Giti Khalsa, Casey 
Daniel, Jason Ross and Jason PoUock. 
song11 are long with a lot of 
unnecessary instrumentaUon. 
The songs on American Stan-
dard are more stripped down 
and easier to follow. They're 
more like a band's first rock 
and roll record." 
Pollock describes the band's 
style as "rock and roll for the 
next century - our genera-
tion." 
"We've been influenced by 
the music we. grew, up.with.-,_· 
our parents' music; stuff from 
the '60s and '70s." 
The poetic lyrics of the songs 
on American Standard were 
inspired by "personal experi-
ence mixed with social and 
worldly undertones," Pollock 
said. 
Pollock said Seven Mary 
Three will spend some time 
touring fu the U.S. before 
beginning a European tour in 
April. 
"I really like touring -
playing to packed houses, seeing 
the supportive fans, and going 
from city to city," Pollock said. 
Once they finish touring 
(sometime in '97), the band 
plans on compiling some of the 
songs they have been writing 
·and release another album. 
They will also be recording a 
song to benefit the oceans and 
beaches.:'.-~ .. 
Of the rapid success of 
American Standard, Pollock 
said, ''It feels amazing. We 
didn't honestly expect it to do 
as well as it has. We just 
wanted to get our foot in the 
. door." 
_ With two hit singles ("Cum-
_· bersome" and "Water's Edge") 
and sold out shows at Bogart's 
and elsewhere, they have 
accomplished their goal. 
BY JAY KAIAGAYAN 
Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Moshing, a style of dance 
where members of the audience 
practice crowd-sud;ing and 
stage-diving, is becoming less 
common in the concert scene. 
One of the major exceptions to 
the norm is a band of gentlemen 
comtnitted to the sultry musical 
style of "ska" known as The 
Mighty Mighty Bosstones. 
The crew roared into 
Cincinnati on Friday, ready to 
perform at Bogart's. A line 
reaching the end of Vine Street 
waited in the cold for this sold 
out concert, including everyone 
from made-up grade school 
kiddies to graduate students. 
Lead singer Dicky Barret 
strutted on stage, sporting a 
black-and-white tie he bought 
from a thrift store in Norwood. 
The other Tones picked up 
their tools of the trade, includ-
ing a set of bass and lead 
guitars, a pair of saxophones, 
and a bellowing trombone. 
These are the elements of 
"ska," a sound that is a mix of 
punk roe.king, hardcore 
rhythm, as well as the Tones 
unique-sounding lead vocalist 
and a steller horn section. 
The band started up and 
immediately the crowd started 
jiimpmg around. People got on 
stage and danced with the 
Tones' interpretational dancer 
Ben Carr. Mter a few seconds 
the audience dancers would 
One !Free Jlltfmission 
to 
TWIN SPIRES COFFEEHOUSE 
.Joi~ us everg_ 2nd and 4tli 'I!i.ursdag at TWIN SPIRES COFFEEHOUSE u1/iere 
poets, storgteTfers, and musicians cele.6rate tfieir talents over ricli desserts and coffee. 
<5pen miC fof{ows sclietfufe.tf musician. 8:00 P'Jvl $3 Cover cfiarge. 
'Iii.is couEon is vafid for one free admission to TWIN SPIRES COFF~E.HOUSE. 
tlirougfi !Marcli 1996. qJarfjng avaifa6le across tfi.e street a6ove Prinre 'Tune. 
OtO ST. GEORGE •2 CALHOUN STREET, CINTI., Oii •5219 (513)151-5231 
then jump back into the sea of 
the crowd. Ha ska-punker 
overstayed his spotlight on 
stage, a big guy fu a red shirt 
would toss his or her behind 
into the crowd (or a lucky stage 
dancer would be thrown back 
into the audience by Barret 
himself). 
Highlights of the concert 
included the Tones' popular 
hits "Someday I Suppose" and 
"Where'd you Go?" 
The boys from Boston also 
played several new songs to be 
released on their new album 
and a couple of their b-side 
concert favorites including the 
tasty hit, "Chocolate Pudding." 
The Tones rocked on covers of 
Bob Marley's "Simmer Down" 
and Minor Threat's "Think 
Again." 
Concert casualties were 
minor. A boy got kicked in the 
head and had to sit out the last 
third of the concert and a girl 
suffered from a bloody nose. 
Whether this incident was from 
moshing or the crowd heat is 
unknown. Bogart's kept a 
pretty organized house consid-
ering their guests. 
The Tones' performance left 
the audience hungry for more 
even after two three-song 
encores. The Tones definitely 
fit into the category of a live 
band. 
The concert had everyone 
dancing, even the drinkers fu 
the back were tappfug their 
feet. Their released CDs do not 
seem to capture the massive 
energy and sound of the band 
when thet perform live. 
Many of the non-veteran 
ska-punkers had "Club ear" 
after the show. "Club ear" is a 
condition where your threshold 
of hearing is higher and softer 
sounds are. basically nonexist-
ent, but this was ii welcomed 
syndrome, for the concert was 
pleasing to the regular Bosstone 
fan as well as the people hearing 
them for the first time~ 
The Mighty Mighty 
Bosstones have carved them-
selves a special section in the 
music industry. 
With frequently sold out 
shows and a growing number of 
fans,. the musical style of "ska" 
will start moving from New 
York and the New_ England 
States and find a home fu the 
Midwest, hopefully starting with 
the Queen City. 
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·satttrda · · -surtday c "Her name was Lola, she was a showgirl ; .. " ALENDAR 
"I write the songs that make the whole 
world sing!" 
wedriesdav thursday 
. February 21 · 'J · February 22 . 
•The Office of Multicultural •"Ch~ckitoutb~by!" ES.PN 
Affairs tries . to increase ·our college hoops commentator Dick 
awareness of different cultures in · Vitale is having a book signing at 
the world; Howdo they do that?. Joseph-Beth Booksellers·· at the 
CoffeeLYes, they are hosting this Rookwood Pavilion. Monkeys, 
week's· INTERNATIONAL goandgetyourforeheadssigned 
COFFEE HOUR from 3:30-4:30 · by the man of the microphone. 
p.m. Bringyourpitifulselftothe Signing runs from, 11:30 a.m.-
Multicultural Affairs office and 1:30 p.m. Line starts.at 11 a.m. 
get educated; Also during that • Aclassypictorialcalendaris 
time, theyinviteyoutobringyour being put together featuring the 
favoritedishandGRUB-OUTfor men of Xavier. If you're 
part of Black History Month. interestedinbeingfeatured,send 
•TodayisAsh Wednesday for a picture to Residence ·Life ML 
those of you who are Catholic. 2811 or drop off your pies at the 
Lent continues for 40 days and ·Kuhlman Hall R.A; desk by Feb. 
nights. 27. All proceeds go to charity. I 
•Greetings fellow thespians, wonder if Fr. Hoff or Dick Vitale 
check the display case outside the will be there? 
grill for WORKSHOP 1996 •PushDoWn&Turnisplaying 
callbacks. If your name is on the in the Downunder tonight. No, 
list, meet in the University Theatre it's not an instructional video, it's 
at 7:30 p.m. a band. SAC is bringing them in 
•Delta Sigma Theta Sorority to entertain the masses. Free 
invites all interested ladies to food & drink available. Beer is 
RUSH '96. Professional dress is for sale for you Johnny Calzone 
recommended. Meeting starts at fans. Admission is.$2 .. 
8:30 p.m. in the Terrace Room. . ... 
frid: ,':/ . av .... 
February 23 · 'J'. · 
• "Div~rsity Across C~~eers~?' 
an employment fair brought to 
you by Xavier University, takes 
place today at the O'Connor 
Sports Center from 1:30-4 p.m. 
You've been educated, now get a 
job! 
· · • "We represent the lollipop 
guild ... " Today is registration 
for LIL' SIBS WEEKEND from 
3-6 .p.m. in the lobby of the 
University Center. Beware, 
Xavier, the munch kins have 
landed. 
• See the variety of fun flicks 
being shown as part of LIL' SIBS · 
WEEKEND in the Downunder 
from 6 p.m. to midnight. Free 
refreshments will be available. 
• The Xavier Players present 
the Cincinnati premiere of the 
musical "Once on this Island," a 
lively Caribbean folktale that 
details the hist~ry of the · 
occupation of the island of Haiti. 
This is the second and final week 
of this production, featuring 
performances by Dwight Neal, 
Valerie Briones, Felisha·Coady · 
and Alan Dulin. The show runs 
untilSundayandbeginsat8p.m, 
each. nig~t. Tickets are $3 · ~~h · 
student ID and $2 advanced sate. 
February 24 y February 25 · 
• Dyn-o-mite Duquesne has 
swept into.town to'take oµ the 
boys in bllle t~day. at the 
Cin~innati Gardens. Tipoff is at 
4 p.m. Bring your ugly head and 
cute little sib to the game. 
•"Alrighty then!" LIL' SIBS 
.WEEKEND has. brought Bob 
Herzog's personal hero to Kelley 
Auditorium. At 9 p.m. "Ace. 
Ventura 2: When Nature Calls" 
will be playing. 
•The Midterms are coming! 
photo by Car)011 DeJeeua 
Despite thefocttlzat they can caU 
for the temperature, some 
11Wnkeys must test the mysterious 
weather .·of Cincinn'ati>for 
themselves. ' 
•Pianist Ivan Moravec will be 
playing in the University Theatre 
today at 2:30 • p.m. Tickets. are 
freewithstudent1Dor$14general 
admission. Look at the price 
difference! I think you Xavier 
students are missing . out on a 
deal. 
monday· 
February 26 . 
•Graceful George Washington 
will attempt to chop down the 
m~n of the Midwest, the ·men's 
basketball team today at. the 
Cincinnati Gardens. Tipoff is at 
4p.m. Geton.it! 
•Calendar.Man is currently 
searching for that · classic 
superstar of song', Barry 
Mariilow! If you know where the 
C-Man can get his hands on a 
greatest hit tape or .CD, he'll 
secretly place you~ ri~~~ in the 
calendar. If you know lyrics, 
drop a line at ML 2129 or e-mail 
me at 452375. One must 
appreciate past musicians and pez 
like a fme wine. Remember the 
Copacltl>ana! ·. 
We at The Newsicire hate to 
make mistakes. Ifyoufmd an 
error, call 745-3130 and let us 
kno~.· Tha"uk·Y~~j;;,,._,'~ ·• 
Classifieds 
SUMMER WORK!! TEACH ENGLISH IN 
Landscaping KOREA- Positions available 
Spend your summer landscaping monthly. BA or BS degree 
with Fath Management Company, required. US$: $18,500-$23,400/ 
one of the largest property yr~ Acco~odation&round-trip 
management firms in Greater airfare provided. Send resume, 
Cincinnati. Full-time positions copy of diploma and copy of 
available. Hours are M-F, 8-4:30. passport to: Bok Ji Corporation, 
No experience necessary. ChunBangBldg.,154-13Samsung 
Dependability and transportation Dong,KangNamGu,Seoul,Korea 
required. Interested candidates 135-090, TEL:Oll-82-2-555-
should apply at Aspen Village JOBS(5627) FAX: Oll-82-2-552-
Apartments,2703ErleneDrive,or 4FAX(4329) Please respond as 
call 662-3724 for an appointment. soon as pol!Sihle. Thank You. 
Pre-employment Drug Screen **FOR RENT** 
Required . 
· 3 Floors, 4 Bedrooms each floor. 
Falb Management Company, '. ~C:":full Kitehe la dry ~ ili'ti' 
E.O.E. .. ·:-:- n, ':1" 1ac. es, 
· · off-street parkmg. 5 mmute 
walking distance. Available in 
HELP WANTED April. Call221-6.323or221-6140. 
Students needed to manage 
painting crews for Summer '96. 
$100 Bonus if hired before Feb. 
24. Call l-800-94STUDENT. 
NOW SHOWING two 5 
bedroom apartinerits with kitchen, 
double showers, laundry facilities, 
off-street parking. Wilhin, walking 
distance. Call221-6323or221-6140. 
TWIN SPIRES 
COFFEEHOUSE 
Where poets, storytellers, arid 
musicians celebrate their talents 
over rich desserts and ·coffee. 
Open mic follows scheduled 
musrn1an. Twin· Spires . 
Coffeehouse meets every 2nd & 
4th Titursdays of each month at 
8:00PM. Need a ride? Shuttle 
service available to and from 
Xavier. Call 'fess to reserve a. 
seatat751-5237. $3Covercharge-
.covers all. 
WORK IN THE 
OUTDOORS 
National Parks, Forests, Wildlife 
Preserves, & Concessionaires are 
now hiring seasonal workers. 
· Excellentbenefits+bonuses! Over 
25,000ope~! Formoreinfo. · 
call: 1-206-971-3620 ext.N55641. 
TROPICAL RESORTS 
HIRING 
Entry-level & career positions 
· available worldwide (Hawaii, 
Mexico,Caribbean,etc.). Waitstaff, 
housekeepers,SCUBAdiveleaders, 
fimess counselors, and more. Call 
ResortEmploymentServiees, 1-206-
971-3600 ext.R55641. 
BUSINESS OPERATIONS 
ASSISTANT 
Candidate wili provide packing, 
shipping, copy, fax and customer 
service assistance. Prefer some 
experience in small business 
environment. Must be organized 
and detail oriented. Ability ·to 
provide outstanding customer 
service in aquick,efficientmanner 
is a must. Call 929-0090. 
APT. FOR RENT 
3 Bedroom Apt. Very close to 
Oakley Square. Private 
parking, large rooms, central 
air, dishwasher. $750/mo + 
deposit. All utilities included in 
rent. Call 631-5007. 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW 
HIRING. 
Earnupto$2,000+/monthworking 
on Cnaise Ships or Land-Tour 
companies. World travel. 
Seasonal.& fuli-time employment 
available. No experience 
necessary. For more informati~n 
call 1-206-971-3550 ext.C55641. 
FUTON FOR SALE 
Brand new full-size futon, pine 
frame, 8-inch mattress with 
custom-made denim cover. 
New, $550, asking $250. Call 
Lori during hu!!iness hours at 
(513) 744-82_38. 
FAST CASH 
Motivated and trainable person 
needed in a successful, expand-
ing company. Above average 
income. Full or part-time basis. 
No door-to-door or 
telemarketing. Serious calls 
only. Ask for D~ima ~ 57 4-53.89 
Tu I' 1.1' 1· d • l.1-- ii 11 ·d .It I 111 1111' \ d \ It' I \ • · \\ '\\ 11 • ·. • .d I 1 Ii•· \th •'I 11' 111 :.'. I ),. I"" I 1111·11 I ·11 7 I i \ -,, > I ( . l.1 "ii It ·1 I r .ii 1 ., .11 • · " .!. ); \\"I t I \\ 11 Ii .t "-, 111111 I" 1 .t 1 I \ti 1 "It\ , , It> I w 1 11 ·I I\ , · 1 1 ·1 I 
It> 11 ... l'1dil11 dllt>ll' ''""''' 1111 I .1·d::1 """" '"' I 11•''111111 ... ( I\\ 111\ -, I' Ill till',., 1d.t\ 1111111 '" 11111.111 .1!11111 \II I l.1"il11·d- "' ,. 1111· I'·"" 
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FUU& 
WE ARE NOW HIRING FOR THE 
FOLLOWING POSITIONS: 
PART-TIME CUSTOMER SERVICE REPS 
SCHEDULES BOX OFFICE CLERKS, RECEPTIONISTS, 
HOSPITALITY STAFF, 
SECURITY, USHERS 
& GROUNDS CREW 
TO ARRANGE TO SET UP AN INTERVIEW, 
PLEASE FILL 9UT "QUICK APP" BELOW AND MAIL TO: 
P.O. BOX 30435 
CINCINNATI, OH 45230 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
NAME~_;_--------------~-~---POSITIONS INTERESTED IN _____________ _ 
ADDRESS.;__ _________________ __ 
DAYTIME PHONE ________________ _ 
EVENING----------"-----------~-
OR CALL RIVERBEND AT 232-6220 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
· • Need. a mm for the sumrreil Sub-Jema me • 
• • 
· • bdm.m in a ln.m light amm fiun cmnpE • 
: Qill Hdlie. 351-4700. : 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
OXFORD APARTMENTS 
1005 DANA AVENUE 
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING, WALK TO XAVIER 
UNIVERSITY CAMPUS. $320 AND UP. CALL 
FRED, 281-4030 OR THE OFFICE 474-5093. 
Rent may change without noitce. 
PHYSICS AT UD 
An intensive summer program-lune 18, 1996-August 3, 1996 
• A full-year college physics course, including laboratories, in 7 weeks. 
• Ideally suited for pre-medical and other life science college students. 
• Appropriate for most academic majors. 
• Hou•;nga,.ilab~. • 
• Make your plans now. 
1 
Call the 
Department of Physics 
(513) 229·2311 
Th.6 University of Dayton 
300 College Park 
Dayton, Ohio 45469-2314 
• feb. 2325 1996 
• ChuckE~ 
llanBpm 
~
• 3:2n - I:e~ for XU vs. J?t.quem! gsrm 
oc from ~ University Center at 3pn 
• Dmner 
0n rurOwn> 
··Movie 
Ace Ventum2 
AuHomnn 
:mm· 
:mm~ 
• Brurffi 
lcrrh:rrr.lprn 
"CaHeria 
·~ 
llam 
&llarmioo. Chapel 
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SAC CONCERT .SERIES 
$2 ADMISSION . 
MOCKTAILS 
BY BACCHUS 
·.·THURSDAY 
FEB. 22 · 
DOWNUNDER 
lOPM. 
. ' 
. ··. FREE Fo·on ·. 
" .· " - . ,. . 
&DRINKS 
BEER 
AVAILABLE 
